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“The hand and finger positioning and movements needed to develop appropriate pinch, grasp and 
manipulative skills are innately based within these toys. (Caution: Many items in this section are small 
and brightly colored.  Supervision is needed for all young children, and clients who mouth items.)

Magnetic
Mosaics
for Kids
It’s like coloring by number 
but with 600 colorful, easy 
to handle magnetic foam 
cubes instead of pencils 
and they are simply irresistible! Use the ½ “ square 
cubes to create your own designs and patterns or use 
one of the 20 color/number coded templates to cre-
ate mosaic masterpieces. The large 12x17 inch mag-
netic board can be placed on included easel in either 
landscape or portrait orientations so you get great 

hand and arm posi-
tioning. Perfect ma-
terials for working on 
visual perception, de-
coding, sequencing 
and hand skills. 
 P3360   

Wooden
Pegs and 
Pictures
A beautiful crafted 5” square 
wooden pegboard with 91 
holes.  Comes with100  ¾”  
painted wooden pegs in 4 
colors and 4 pictures to re-
create. Small size and attrac-
tive design makes it easy to 
transport and irresistible to children and adults.  Try using with 
one of our tweezers or other tools to challenge hand skills, visual 
perception or spatial relations.  Versatile piece for use with a wide 
variety of clients.                        P5612   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Hi tec Lite uP art
Amazing technology lets you 
create bright vivid pictures and 
designs with light!  All you do 
is stick the small peg-like LED’s 
into the design boards self-heal-
ing mat and watch the colors 
explode!  Or use with one of the 
included picture/pattern sheets 
for a more structured task.  Work on fine motor skills, pinch and 
finger strengthening, visual perception and creativity with one 
of the coolest, most motivating and possibly addictive products 
available today!  Comes in 2 sizes, each in a soft protective carry 
case with tools to assist with the pushing in and taking out of the 
smallest LEDs and 10 patterns/designs for photocopying. Ages 
8+.
sketch therapy unit: is 4”x 5”, runs on batteries, 
 100 LED’s in 2 sizes and 8 colors.  P1234   
Masterpiece therapy unit: is 8”x11”, AC adapter only, 
 200 LED’s in 2 sizes and 8 colors    P1236   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

fruit stand avaLancHe
Using a jumbo tweezer, fruit must be picked from or 
placed into the angled fruit stand…but don’t let the 
fruit spill! Angle of stand adjusts for a greater or lesser 
challenge and spinner can be used to determine num-
ber and color of fruit to be placed. Beautiful materials 
provide a great fine motor workout for the hands. 

P1967  
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stretcHy
Mouse & cHeese
These are the cutest, fun-est 
mice ever! First you squish 
‘em and push ‘em into and 
through the Swiss cheese 
holes…and then you stretch 
‘em and pull ‘em out again. 
Perfect for improving finger 
mobility and hand and finger strength.

P3478  

PoPcorn forK
Fun new hand tool was devel-
oped for, and works great at, 
picking up and eating popcorn 
without getting your hands all 
buttery. But it also works super 
at picking up pegs, glitter pom 
poms, mini erasers, etc. Careful 
not to squeeze too hard or prongs 

slip past each other and your “catch” might get away! Fun 
way to work on grading of movement and hand skills. Try 
adding a weight source to the hollow shaft to build finger 
and hand strength.   P3060 Discontinued 

dancing 
aniMaLs
They’re back! 
Those cute little dancing 
animals we all loved as a 
child are back! These well-
made plastic animals are 
activated by your thumb or 
individual fingers pressing up on the base. Press hard 
and hold it- they lay down. Press lightly in various spots 
and isolated body parts will move. Assorted animals 
available, after all, everyone needs a dancing partner            

 P3902   

in-Hand ManiPuLation Box
Therapist designed box of finger fun! Includes tasks to work on small 
muscle control of the fingers. Start by manipulating three small balls 
around the palm. Next use the unique adjustable butterfly device for 
placing washers. Third task places chips into hand held container and 
last uses the pencil-like magnet device to pick-up, retrieve and retain 
as many washers as possible in one hand. Unusual and motivating de-
vices challenges the hands and encourages hard work from the finger 
muscles needed for writing.                  P6704     

deLuxe Peg set
The only peg set you’ll 
ever need or want. Soft 
plastic board and 300 as-
sorted colored pegs in 3 
sizes. Unique board joins 
with storage space to form 
a handy carry box with a 
handle. Can also be used 

vertical for display. Some picture ideas included 
in design booklet.                  P3502   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Magnetic cHiPs and Wand
You’ll find 1000 uses for this strong 
magnet & small plastic colorful chips.
Play: follow a path; chip pick up; move 
the chip but don’t attach it”. Also use 
for sorting, counting and in-hand ma-
nipulation tasks.
 x2503    Magnetic chips  (20) 
           & Wand set   
 x2502  Magnetic chips (50) 
         only    

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

roBot Bits
 & friends
Super fun and highly 
interactive kits let 
you create 6 differ-

ent robots or monsters all at the same time. Mix and match 
pieces of both their sets together to create different “monster 
bots” or “robo-monsters” each time. The possibilities are lim-
ited only by players’ imagination and hand skills. Small parts 
challenge the fingers but fit great in therapy bag!
P9144  robot Bits    
P9148  MonsterBits 

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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Wind-uP toys
A fun assortment of 3 quality wind-up toys, 
each with attention grabbing actions. Some 
flip and roll, some popover and some are part 
of a marching band. All great for encouraging 
bilateral coordination, fine motor skills and fin-
ger strengthening.    
 P7911  set of 3
 P7915  single wind up assorted   
  styles.  

WoK ‘n’ roLL
Players race to fill their bowls with the 
most food! Chop stick tongs must be 
used skillfully to get food pieces from 
wok. But challenge increases when 
the switch is flipped and the bowl 
starts to shake, rattle and roll! A great 
activity for increasing arousal levels 
or demonstrating the difference be-
tween calm and excited states.  
         P0560   

KiM’s KuP
Designed by a therapist, this simple product accomplishes a lot.  6 inch, 
high clear plastic cup with handle and 2 screw on/off caps. Caps have two 
different sized holes and a slit on top allowing various items to be pushed/
dropped inside. Set includes: 6 spiney critters, 6 spiney balls, 12, 2” long 
pegs, 12 small 1/4 inch pegs, 12 plastic counters and 12 small beans.  All 
require different grasp patterns and varying amounts of pressure to drop 
through holes into the container. Great early toy, the handle encourages 
the use of both hands. Children love the simple cause and effect, the see 
through container, the feeling of accomplishment and the unique rattling 
when shaken.     P6702      

WHat aM i?
Combine charades with Pictionary 
™, add some chunky foam magnet-
ic pieces and you have What Am I? 
Choose one of over 60 pictures from 
the included booklet and try to build 
that picture on the magnetic game 
board. Correct guesses, earn 
points. A creative construc-
tion game for building hand 
skill, visualization, motor 
planning and creativity.   
    P3236  DIscontinued 

Mosaic PuZZLe
Set comes with 490 half 
inch plastic squares  and 
triangles that fit perfectly 
into the square holes 
of the grid. Create your 
own patterns and pic-
tures or follow the ones provided. There are 6 
full size pictures that fit under the grid allow-
ing for simple one to one matching to complete 
the picture. The 24 pictures in the booklet are 
smaller and so must be copied by counting and 
spatially figuring out where to start and when to 
change colors. Handling and placement of the 
small, colorful pieces facilitates development 
of a refined pincher grasp.  But for removal 
everyone loves using the special suction tool 
provided.  Also try using one of our tweezers 
to help with placement and removal. A terrific 
product you will reach for again and again!

P8083   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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craZy cLicKers
1” round face with crazy eys and a large 
mouth that “clicks” when opened and 
closed. Can be used as a noise maker or 
a grabber. Place index and middle finger 
on protruding eyes and thumb underneath 
in his dimple to encourage a 3 point pincer 
grasp and palmar arching. Brightly colored, 
highly motivating and fun!     P4807    

Mini dice
These tiny 1/4” little guys are real dice 
in mixed colors. So cute and appealing 
everyone will want to play. You get 24 in 
a package along with activity ideas. Great 
for number and color matching, picking 
up with hand tools or with fingers for in-
hand manipulation work. Also develop the 
arches of the hand as you practice that 
perfect roll!      P4804    

Bean counters
You receive 200 flat 2 
color chips with a unique 
bean like shape. White 
on one side, red on the 
other. Great for working 
on in-hand manipulation 

skills and speed.  Try putting 3 in your hand and 
turning them all to the same color, or line up 10 or 
more in a row and see how fast you can turn them 
over.  When cleaning up, pick up each one with 
fingertips, no sliding to edge of table allowed.    

P6703      

My tissue art
What a great idea – keep the best part of a 
classic classroom art project and get rid of 
the messy, hard to control part. The artist 
must still crunch up the small tissue paper 
squares into balls of color but instead of 
worrying about too little or too much glue, 
they now just push them down onto the 
self stick pattern card. Comes with 800 
rainbow colored tissue paper squares and 
6 self-stick pictures. A great bilateral fine 
motor, and finger strengthening activity. 
And clean-up is now a snap so, “on the 
go” therapists have a new tool!  
  P1965  

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

 
Mini
cLotHesPins

Small, 1” col-
ored plastic 
clothes pins-
that work! 24 in 
a package. Ide-

al for fine pinch and finger strengthening. Place 
around boxes, on clothes, attach to each other, 
even use to pick things up.        P4802   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

PuZZi-BitZ
Puzzibits are a 6 sided flexible building/art tile 
with a unique patented interlocking design and 
many diverse applications.  Create a funny 2 di-
mensional monster, a 3D dragon or an awesome 
O.T. Power Bracelet with these 150 colorful, 
highly durable, 1 inch pieces.  Once completed, 
the pieces stay together until taken apart.  Follow 
the patterns included or create your own designs 
and cute little critters.  Hands and fingers get a 
real workout building these flexible works of art! 

          P5015  Monsters  DIscontinued
   P5018  Bugs         Discontinued

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

discoMat
Discomat is one of 
those super enticing 
products. One look at 
all the colorful patterns, 
grids and plastic discs 
and they’re hooked; 
adult or child. Players 
work to duplicate the 
pattern cards by plac-
ing the correct chips in 

the slots between the two sides of the grid. Also, try making simpler or 
more complex patterns on one grid that the other player then copies. 
Both grid and pattern cards are presented vertically so you get a ter-
rific shoulder and upper extremity workout in addition to the manipulative 
and perceptual challenge. Comes with 300 chips, 12 pattern cards and 
enough other materials for 4 players. Great for groups, classroom cen-
ters or  to keep costs down, split a set with a friend.     P0112  Discontinued 

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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tWist and sort
Unique wooden toy promotes color and 
shape recognition along with manipulation 
and problem solving. Each of the shaped 
pieces can be moved all the way to the bot-
tom of only one of the 4 posts. Can you get 
all the pieces down the correct post and can 
you do it faster next time?     P3790  

JuMBo sticKer PuZZLes
Each of the 8 puzzle sheets is divided into 15 
numbered squares. Players peel off a num-
bered self stick piece of the puzzle and care-
fully place it on the corresponding space on 
the worksheet. Continue doing this until all 
squares are filled and a colorful scene is re-
vealed. Placement of the 1 inch square pieces 
challenges fine motor skills, attention to detail, 
ability to remain focused and number match-
ing. Assorted designs; 1 pack only.
 P5537   

My first Picture MaKer
A terrific addition to the Magnetic Mosaics line. 
My First Picture Maker lets younger children (4+) 
experience the delight of following a pattern and 
ending up with an amazing creation. Smaller 12 
inch square playing surface and larger 5/8 inch 

square magnetic tiles combine to make grasping easier and comple-
tion faster. Comes with 300 tiles in 10 colors, 20 reusable picture 
templates and easel. Color key is now coded not only by number but 
letters and symbols as well. 
Helps build hand and arm 
skills visual perception, de-
coding, decision making and 
more.          P2232   

! cHoKing HaZard (1) not for under 3.

Large Peg & Picture
Beautifully crafted 10 inch square solid wood 
board with 81 holes. Comes with 88 chunky, 
easy to grasp pegs in 4 colors and 4 full sized 
patterns. Perfect for preschool through early el-
ementary students, working on visual percep-
tion, fine motor skills, patterning and endurance 
for task completion.     P5616 Discontinued

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

taKe aLong
design & driLL
All kids love playing with tools!  
Similar to our Drill & Design 
Activity Center, (P3519) but 
new compact carry case 
folds out into a sturdy design 
board with 60 bolts in 5 new 
colors, 3 interchangeable bits 
and a power screwdriver in-
stead of a drill.  Activity guide 
with 10 patterns to follow is 

also 
includ-
ed.  Provides hours of fine motor, construction 
fun for little builders.   P3522  

Peg doMino 
Classic matching game 
with a great fine mo-
tor twist.  Players take 
turns placing the 28, 
1-1/2” bicolored plastic 
clothespins on the ver-
tical dividers of circu-
lar board. First player 
to match all their clips 
wins. Finger strength-
ening has never been 
this much fun! Also great for 
working on wrist and forearm position-
ing, color matching, turn taking, and beginning 
strategic planning. High quality plastic used in construction.       

W6245  Discontinued    
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PoPBeads
It took us awhile, but we finally found 
the BEST POPBEADS and they RE-
ALLY WORK !  All the benefits of the 
old stand by activity, but made more 
fun and motivating by the new designs 
available. These hard to find popbead 
designs are made in the USA, of high 
quality plastic.  A wonderful activity to 
address bilateral hand skills, finger 
strength, and stability of the hand. As 
with most small items, PFOT provides 
a recloseable plastic bag, for easi-
er  travel in your treatment bag or in 
backpacks. Three types are available, 
and all are interconnecting!

ButterfLy PoPBeads 
By popular demand we have expand-
ed our line of fine popbeads! Like our 
other large popbeads, they’re easier 
to grasp, they’ll connect to all other 
designs, but they’re also more resis-
tive!  A great challenge for fingers! 24 
in a set.        P9905     

Large-siZe PoPBead set
This set includes a dozen each of stars, 
hearts and teddy bears for a total of 36 
beads and 24 rings. Each popbead is 
easy to hold at approximately 1” wide 
and 1/4” thick. (All interlock with each 
other and with the others below.)   
P9903    

sMaLL-siZe PoPBead set
This set includes a dozen each of twists, 
ovals, and round beads, in 2 colors, for a 
total of 48 beads and 24 rings. Popbeads 
are approximately 1/2” long and 1/4” 
thick. Rings add a new and different chal-
lenge.                 P9904    

fLiP ‘n’ stacK MonKeys
This may be addictive, so be prepared! Place 
your first performer on the launch platform, 
press, and watch him jump, flip, and sail 
through the air, hoping to land upright on the 
magnetic landing pad. The object of the game 
is to get all of your performers stacked one on 
top of the other, in any arrangement. The super 
strong magnets in their arms and legs make 
seemingly impossible catches a reality. But is 
takes some steady hands, a good eye, and 
lots of focus to control your launches. Easy to 
learn – hard to master! Play with friends or by 
yourself. Comes with carry bag for anywhere 
flip, stick and stack’em fun!

P2210  flip’n’stack Monkeys  Discontinued

   Mini 
PLaying 

cards
21/2 inch 
glossy finished 
playing cards 

in a plastic stor-
age box. Great size for 

smaller hands or makes 
larger hands work harder. Unlimited 
uses for therapy and play. Small and 
convenient for travel and therapy bags.  

          P1501   

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Warning:
cHoKing HaZard-small Parts.
not for children under 3 yrs.!

WiKKi stix PLay Box
Yes, it’s finally here, a box full of ac-
tual activities to do with Wikkis! The 
set comes with 144 colorful wikkis, 
detailed instruction and 30 preprinted 
reusable activities. Enough materials 
for groups of 6 children to trace, twist, 
stick and build. Reinforce letter, num-
ber and shape formation along with 
construction skills, fine motor control 
and finger strength. And best of all, it 
is all re-usable! Great way to struc-
ture a play date, birthday party or fine 
motor group.    P3006 Discontinued

stiKeeZ
Stikeez here, Stikeez there, Stikeez 
everywhere! These adorable little guys 
are not even an inch tall but they sit 
atop a strong suction cup that sticks 
like crazy and releases with a reinforc-
ing “pop!” when pulled.  Perfect size 
for working on in hand manipulation, 
pinch, finger strength, and the ability to 
alter hand/arm positions smoothly.  Try 
alternating the placement of Stikeez 
from table top to under table to table 
edge and watch the hands and fingers 
move!  You get 5 to a set.      
           P3324

freestyLe sKetcH
The next generation from the Etch a 
Sketch people! Use the joystick like 
control knob to draw curves, squiggles, 
circles and ever letters. As always, just 
shake to erase and start your next mas-
terpiece. Perfect for working on arm and 
hand control and directionality. 
                                 u7623  Discontinued 
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critter BaLLs
Perfect food for hungry animal snap-
pers! A spiny ball with a cute little 
face and long tail! Great used with our 
toolkit for developing hand skills or as 
classroom  manipulatives. See how 
many you can hold in one hand or will 
fit into cupped hands. Assorted col-
ors; 6 critters per set.  P3905    

driLL and design
A powerfully fun and 
meaningful activity for a 
wide range of children. 
Use the “power” drill or 
screwdriver to screw 
bolts into the 100-hole 
activity board. Set comes 
with 120 plastic bolts in 5 
colors, 3 interchangeable 
drill/screwdriver bits, 2-
sided wrench and 10 pic-
ture/pattern cards. Fol-
low the cards or create 
original patterns. Watch 

hand and planning skills develop as this well designed 
tool provides years of fun and purposeful activity.    

P3519    

aniMaL   
snatcHers
12” reacher. Easy one-handed 
trigger operation. Fun to “eat” 
marbles, cotton balls, etc., but 
don’t let him “eat” you! A great 
crossing midline activity.         
    P4801 alligator 
    P4810 dolphin   

Buy 2, even wild animals need 
friends.  
P9878 shark      
P9879 dino      

Large 
Headed 
snaPPers
So vibrant and au-
thentic looking kids 
cannot help but in-
teract with these jaw 
snapping wild animals. The 
12 inch long handle and trig-
ger mechanism are construct-
ed of heavy duty plastic, more 
durable than most.  Larger 
mouth opening and heavier 
weight facilitates two handed 
use when picking up items.  

squiggLe 
WiggLe WorMs
Cute little worms bounce up and 
down in the big red apple, just waiting 
to be picked.  Pluck one and check 
the color of his tail.  Keep your color, 
but put the others back. Player with 
the most worms wins. Helps develop 
timing and digital grasping patterns. 
A delightful game, full of giggles and 
squiggles. 2-4 players. No batteries 
required.                 P2061   

PeeL and sticK 
At last, you get all the great benefits of a 
craft project but without the mess, prep 
time or uncertainty regarding outcome. 
Success is virtually guaranteed as kids 
peel and stick the colorful foam tiles 
on to the numbered picture boards. 
Includes 4 projects and enough sheets 
of colored foam squares for 4 players at 
the same time. A fun, motivating, take 
anywhere activity to help improve hand 
skills, concentration, visual perception 
and decision making confidence.       

P2592 Wings  

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

PoP Bead 
critters
Leave it to 

Klutz to do pop 
beads their way! You 
get 167 pop beads of 
various sizes, shapes 

and colors, including some shaped like 
animal heads and bodies.  Most beads 
are similar in size or smaller than our 
classic small ball, twist and oval pop 
beads (P9904)  so they can be chal-
lenging.  You also get an 18-page book 
with step-by-step guide to creating 
zany spiders, dogs, octopi and more; 
along with illustrated backscapes for 
them to play on.  A fun, motivating way 
to challenge fine motor and bilateral 
coordination as well as direction follow-
ing and creativity.       P9908  

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3. ! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
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PegBoard
There are so many therapeutic 
and educational activities packed 
into this one little 6x6” box, it is dif-
ficult to outline them all. Box con-
tains  plastic, 100 hole pegboard, 
20, 2-sided color pattern cards of 
increasing difficulty and 120, 5/8” 
plastic pegs in 6 primary colors 
with large tops for easier grasping 
and manipulation. Instruction sheet 
reviews many uses for this versatile 
set. If you work on fine motor control, eye-hand coordination, visual dis-
crimination, ocular motor control, auditory and visual memory, then this 
will be a great addition to your bag of tricks.                P6200 Discontinued   

screW 
BLocK
W h o  w o u l d 
think that from 
a simple block 
of wood such a 
great therapy/
developmen-
tal tool would 
come! Screw and unscrew the large chunky 
wooden bolts into the horizontal wood block. 
But if you really want to challenge shoulder, 
arm and hand skills, place block vertically. 
Use screwdriver or hands, it’s a great work-
out either way! P3787  

MuLti-cuBes
Bag of 100, top quality 3/4” cubes in 
10 bright colors. Cubes link on all sides 
for six way finger strengthening fun. A 
playful, manipulative to work on motor 
planning, 3 dimensional design copy-
ing, sequencing, patterns and spatial 
concepts.       v6262  

MuLti-cuBe PegBoard
An exciting complimentary piece to the 
multi-cubes. Molded in strong translucent 
plastic, this 8” square board has 100, 3/4” 
pegs standing on it. Cover all 100 pegs 
with multi-cubes or make patterns or tow-
ers. Placement and removal of the cubes 
from the pegs facilitates more distal, finger-
tip grasping and arching of the hand. 
  v6263  Discontinued 

MonKey Magnets 
(monkey in name only!)
Each Magnet Puzzle Box contains; 105-127 magnetic foam pieces 
in a variety of fun shapes and colors; 6 transparent templates and 
16 color pictures to copy. Use the lid as a perfect work surface and 
when playtime is over, everything goes back inside the tin storage 
box. The fun graphics and cool colors make this a highly appealing 
way to work on visual perception, form consistency design copy and 
hand skills. Cool game - Silly name
P3390 robot Magnets     Discontinued    
P3361 vehicle Magnets Discontinued    

                                           stacKing caPs  
                                                The sheer abundance 
                                                of color and material 
y                                              you get with this prod- 
u                                              uct makes it irresistible! 
                                                The approximately 1” x 
                                                 ½” plastic caps come in 
                                                10 attractive colors and 
                                                they stack. A terrific way 

to                                              to work on the arches of the hand and finger mobility, mid 
                                                 range control of fingers and arm, grading of movement, as 
                                                 well as design copy and direction following skills. Try hold-
i                                                ing 5, 10 or more in a stack in your hand. Then place them 
                                                down one at a time on the table. Pick them up again dupli-
                                                cating the order of a different stack or as verbally instructed. 
                                                Increase level of arousal and speed of response by hav-
                                                ing 2 or more players race to complete a set tower design. 
                                                Enough pieces for large groups or to share with another 
therapist/teacher.                          P2193  Discontinued 

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

!                                                                             cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.
                                                                             cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoKing HaZard small Parts not for under 3.

Key cHains
And you thought they were just for 
holding your keys... Think again! These 
brightly colored plastic 2 1/2” belt clip 
key rings are great hand/finger therapy 
tools. Brightly colored and highly mo-
tivating. Attach many together to form 
long chains or necklaces. Comes 12 
to a set in assorted colors. Great for 
classroom and home programs.    
             P4808    
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